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1. INTRODUCTION AND KOTATI~N 
This paper continues the search for bounds an the order of the Sylow 
p-subgroup P of a primitive complex projective linear group of degree less 
than 3(p -- 1)/2. We assume that all groups are finite and all representations, 
linear groups, or projective groups are over the complex numbers. The 
following is a consequence of our results. 
THEOREM I. Let G be a primitive projective group of degree n and let P 
be a Sylow p-subgroup fey a prime p greater than jive. Then, 
(a) ifp v -1 (mod 4) and n < 4p/3 or ifp = 7, n .g 8, then n == p 
OP 1 P 1 < p’. 
(b) If P is not a trivial infersection set and if n < 4~13 in the casep -:: 1 
(mod 4) and n < 3(p - I)/2 in the case p = -1 (mod 4), then n == p and 
G has a normal subgroup D of order pL with GID r~ SL(2, p). 
In part (a) of Theorem 1 it will be shown in a later paper that n = p or 
1 Z’ / <p. Part (b) often allows us to conclude that p is a trivial intersection 
set where it is possible to use exceptional characters, the Green correspond- 
ence, and the fact that [G: N(P)] = 1 (mod 1 r’ ~). 
Our results are most easily stated in terms of bounds for i,(G) where 
i,(G) -= [G: O,(G)]. and O,(G) is the largest normal p-subgroup of G. 
Except when n = p, we do not lose any essential generality with the assump- 
tion that (I Z ‘, p) = 1 where Z = Z(G), since by replacing generators of 
the linear group X(G), for ,I7 a faithful complex representation of G, by 
scalar multiples, we get a unimodular linear group L with L/Z(L) isomorphic 
to G, where in general, for groups labeled G, we define S to be the image of 
a subset S of G in G/Z. 
Suppose I’ is a representation of a group H on the space I/. Let y be the 
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character of Y. Then we let // y II2 = CroH /(x)1”. A homogeneous space for 
Y is an invariant subspace of I’ of H on which H is represented by a sum of 
equivalent irreducible constituents, and which is maximal with this property. 
Quasiprimitivity of a representation X of a group G means that X is irreduc- 
ible and, for all normal subgroups H of G, V is a homogeneous space for 
XjH . The representation X of a group G is called strongly primitive if it is 
quasiprimitive and X(G) cannot be expressed as a subgroup of a tensor 
product of smaller dimensional projective groups. For x E G, [xl, is defined 
by x = [x]~[x]~, = [x],,[x], where [xl, is a p-element and [x]~, is p-regular. 
For /3 a complex number and X a representation of a group G on V, 
C&&x) = (v 1 v E V, X(x)v = /+lv). For H a subgroup of G, HG is the 
smallest normal subgroup of G containing H. Also 09’(H) is the subgroup 
of H generated by its p-elements. The name Blichfeldt refers to his result 
[1, Theorem 8, p. 961 that if X(G) is quasiprimitive, then the eigenvalues of 
X(x) for any x E G - Z cannot all lie within 60 degrees of any particular 
eigenvalue of X(x). Our use of C allows equality. 
2. THE NONTRIVIAL INTERSECTION CASE 
The following lemma is useful in studying projective groups where the 
Sylow p-subgroup is not a trivial intersection set. 
LEMMA. Let G be a fkite group. Let p be a prime greater than Jive. Let G 
have a faithful, quasiprimitive, irreducible representation X on a space V of 
dimension n over C, the complex numbers. Let p < n < 3(p - 1)/2. Let 
(I Z 1,~) = 1. Then either 
I. a Sylow p-subgroup of G is a trivial intersection set, or 
II. there exists some x E G of order p with X(x) having some eigenvalue 
occur with multiplicity at least min(p - (p - 1)/6, n - (p - 1)/2). 
In II of the Lemma, p - (p - 1)/6 can be replaced by m, where m is the 
smallest integer greater than (p + 1)/2 f or which there exists an irreducible 
finite complex linear group of dimension m without a normal Sylow p-sub- 
group. As stated after [3, (2C)], there exists an integer t > 5 with 
m = p - (p - 1)/t and p < t3 - t + 1. We now prove the lemma. 
Proof. Let X and G contradict the lemma. Let 1 G 1 = g,,pm with 
(k?o,P) = 1. 
(A) If P is ap-subgroup of G, then P is abelian. 
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Proof. Otherwise, X 1 P has exactly one nonlinear irreducible constituent 
and P’ n Z(P) contains an element contradicting Blichfeldt. 
There exists a nonidentity p-element zc with i,(C(x)) > 1. Otherwise, for 
P, a Sylow p-subgroup of G and any g E G, if x F (P n P”) - {I), then 
i,(C(x)) == 1 and P = O,(C(x)) = Pg. Then I of the lemma is satisfied. 
(B) If .x is a nonidentity p-element with ;,(C(x)) > 1, then X 1 C(x) has 
exactly two irreducible constituents Yi , i == 1, 2 with i,( Yz(C(x))) > 1. 
Also, deg Y, == (p f 1)/2 and deg Y, = (p T 1)/2 or (p ~- 1)/2. 
Proof. By n < 3(p - I)/2 and [5], there are at most two irreducible 
constituents I’( with &(Y,(C(x))) > 1. By [8, Lemma I], there is at least one 
such constituent. If Y(x) is a constituent of X I C(x) with i,(Y(C(x))) > 1, 
then deg Y <p - (p - 1)/6, otherwise II is satisfied. Then by [6], 
deg I’ = (p * 1)/2. If I7 is the only constituent of X / C(x) with 
;,(Y(C(x))) > 1, then by [8, Lemma 21, a p-element in (O”‘(C(x)))’ satisfies 
II, since (O”‘(C(x))) is in the kernel of a complement to Y for X 1 C(x). 
We fix the notation of (B) and let x f 1 be a fixed nonidentity p-element 
with &(C(x))) > 1. Let K := O,(C(x)). 
(C) ;,(C(x)) = p, / K = pm-l, and Yt(K) C Z(Y,(C(x))) for i = I, 2. 
Proof. The first statement follows from (B), otherwise by [8, Lemma l] 
W’l 0 YdCW) > P and by [8, L emma 51 somep-element in (OP’(C(.lc)))’ 
satisfies II. The second statement then follows from the definition of i, . 
The last statement follows from Y,(K) 4 Y,(C(x)) and quasiprimitivity of 
Yi which follows from [8, Lemma 21 for i = 1, 2. 
(D) C(x) == C(K). 
Proof. By (C), ify E C(x) and u E K, then (u, y) E K n ker Yi for i = 1, 2. 
Then (u, y) = 1, otherwise, II is satisfied by (u, y). 
(E) If y E K and y f 1, then C(y) = C(K) = C(x). 
Proof. By (D), C(y)1 C(K) = C(x), i,(C(y)) > 1, and (D) may be 
applied with y playing the role of x. Let K, = O,(C(y)). Then x E C(y) = 
C(K,). Since C(x) C C(y), Kv 4 C(x). Then K, C K. Applying (C) to x 
and y, we have 1 K, j =T ! K / and K, = K. By (D), C(y) = C(K,) = 
C(K) = C(x). 
(F) The representations I;, and Y, of C(K) are inequivalent, and 
[N(K): C(K)] < 2. 
Proof. By (C), the spaces on which the Yi acts are contained in distinct 
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homogeneous spaces for X 1 K, otherwise, x satisfies II. They are the only 
homogeneous spaces for K of dimension as large as (p - 1)/2 and they must 
be permuted by X(U) if u E N(K). Let L by the subgroup of N(K) of elements 
h such that X(h) fixes those two homogeneous spaces. Then [N(K): L] < 2. 
For k E K and h EL, those two homogeneous spaces are contained in 
C,((k, h)). Then (k, h) = 1, otherwise (k, h) satisfies II. Therefore, L C C(K). 
(G) Let gEG, yi~K, ~~$1 for i-1,2, and g-ly,g=y,. Then 
g E w9 
Pyf. By (E), g-l@ = g-‘O,(C(y,))g = O,(C(y,)) = K. 
(H) There exists ZI of order p with v E (O@(C(K)))‘, det Y,(w) = 1, 
Y,(w) having distinct eigenvalues with 1 having multiplicity equal to 
(deg Yi - (p - 1)/2) for i = 1,2, and v E ker U if U is a complement to 
Yl @ Y2 for X 1 C(K). 
Proof. This follows from [8, Lemma 21, otherwise v satisfies II. 
(I) Let L equal the subgroup of C(K) of elements for which 
(det Y$(u))@o = 1 for i = 1, 2. Then C(K) = K x L. 
Proof. By (C), K n L is in ker(Y, @ Ya) and K n L = (I), otherwise 
K n L contains elements satisfying II. By (H), D EL, so K x L contains 
(K, v), a p-Sylow subgroup of C(K). For any prime q # p, L contains a 
q-Sylow subgroup of C(K). Therefore, 1 C(K)/ = 1 K x L I. 
(J) For some p-element w E C(K) - K, i,(C(w)) > 1. 
Proof. Suppose that &(C(w)) = 1 for allp-elements w E C(K) - K. Then 
no element in C(k) is conjugate in G to an element in C(K) - K. Let u 
and w be p-elements in C(K) - K and g E G with g-rug = w. Let u E PI 
and w E Pz where PI and Pz are p-Sylow subgroups of C(K). Then 
w ~g-lP~g n Pz and g-lPlg = O,(C(w)) = Pz . Also, g-lKg = K since 
KC Pl , Pz and no element in K is conjugate to an element in C(K) - K. 
This shows, in conjunction with (G), that if y # 1 is a p-element of C(K) 
and g-lyg E C(K), then g E N(K). Furthermore, if g E G and y is a p-singular 
element of C(K) with g-ryg E C(K), then g-l[y],g = [g-lyg], E C(K), and 
g E N(K). In particular, for y, a p-singular element of C(K), 1 C(y)1 = 
j C,(,,(y)l. Also, distinct N(K)-conjugacy classes of p-singular elements lie 
in distinct G-conjugacy classes. Let Y be the number of irreducible constitu- 
ents of U j C(K), where X 1 C(K) = Yr @ Yz @ U. Then r equals the 
number of irreducible constituents of U / L. By (F), [N(K): C(K)] < 2. Let 
x be the character of X on G, Ki be the p-singular classes of G intersecting 
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C(k’), wi be some element in k’i n C(K), and S = {p-singular elements of 
C(K)). Then by (F) 
-y ii-E& ; x(zL’W CWI - (ZL I x(w),V k’ i IL I 
-= IIXlC(KW - II Xl.5 Ii”/2 I K I 
,i (Y k 2)/2 - (v’ + 2”)/2 i K , -= (Y -- y2// K ;)/2 ;- 1 - 2/l K 1. 
However, 1’ < 3(p - I)/2 ~ (p --- 1)/2 - (p ~ 1)/2 = (p - 1)/2. Also, 
: K I > p. If r = 0, then by (C), X 1 K has variety 2, contrary to Blichfeldt, 
sincep > 7. Then, 
(Y ~ Y”/I K I)/2 -1 1 - 2/j K 1 > (1 - l/l K I)/2 + 1 - 2/l K / 
= (3 - 5/l K I)/2 > 1, 
a contradiction. 
(K) p=7,n=degX=:8,anddegY,=3fori=1,2. 
Proof. By (J), there exists ap-element w in C(K) - K with i,(C(w)) > 1. 
Applying (C) with w playing the role of x, we see that X / (w) has two homo- 
geneous spaces I’, and ra of dimension as large as (p - 1)/2. The projection 
of w E K x L to L is a nonidentity p-element. As p / j 1 L I, by (C) and (H), 
-X i (w) has two disjoint invariant spaces W, and W, of dimensions as large 
as (p ~ 1)/2, where (X 1 (w)) 1 Wi is the sum of distinct linear representa- 
tions. Then dim(( V, + V,) n (WI + W,)) < 4, and 3(p - I)/2 - I ;S 
n >; dim((Vr + Va) + (II/1 + W,)) 3 4(p - I)/2 - 4. Then (p - 1)/2 .< 3, 
p =- 7, equality holds throughout the above inequality, and dim I-, := 
dimW,=3fori==1,2. 
(L) K is cyclic. 
Proof. The linear character of k’ defined by k -+ (det Y,(k))(det Y,(K)))r 
for k E K is faithful, otherwise, for some k E K, k # 1, Y,(k) and Yz(k) are 
the same scalar matrix, and 12 satisfies II. 
(M) We may take X(K) = (X(k)) where X(k) = diag(P3, p-“, p”, p2, 
f12, pp”, /3 2, ,P-“) and ti E C(K) with i,(C(vk)) > I and v = diag(1, 1, /3, p2, 
p4, ,P1, ,E2, p-4), where p is a primitive seventh root of unity. 
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Proof. With ZJ as in (H), P = (K, V) is a p-Sylow subgroup of C(K). 
Writing X(P) in diagonal form, by (K), and [4, Lemma 3.11, we may write 
X(V) = diag(1, 1, /3, p”, /3*, /3*l, B*z, /?*“). Then by (J) there exists K E K 
with &(C(b)) > 1. Write 
By (C) the eigenvalues of X(Kv) can be rearranged in the form y, , y, , y, , 
y3 , ye, ys, y5, y6 . As only one of yi/310r*l, yip20r*2, yi/340r*4 can be ys for 
i = 3, 4, it follows that yi or ya is rearranged to ys , say ya . Similarly, the 
other of y1 , ya is rearranged to y, . Also for i = 3,4, one of y&or*‘, 
yg2or*2, yi/34-4 equals y, and the remaining one equals ys . Replacing p 
by /3, /P, or p4, we may take y7 = y1 = y3/3 = y4pha and ys = y2 = y3pb = 
Y4FC, where a, b, and c equal 1, 2, or 4, b # 1, and a # c. Then 
y3/y4 = /3*a-i = /3*c-b. If f is +, then a - 1 = 0, 1, or 3 (mod 7) and 
c - b = -1, 0, 2, -3, -2, or 0. Then a = 1, y3/y4 = 1 and X(K) satisfies 
II. Therefore, f is -, --a - 1 = -2, -3, or -5, and --c - b = -3, 
-4, -6, -5, -6, or -1. Then a = 2, b = 2, and c - 1; or a = 4, b = 4, 
and c 3 1. In the second case, yi = y3p = y4/F4 and y2 = y3/3” = yap-l. 
Then y2 = y3(p4) = ~~(6~))~ and yi = y3()94)2 = y4(,34)-1. Replacing 8” by p 
and interchanging yi and y2 , we see that this is the same as the first case, 
and we shall only consider the first case. Replacing G and X by a unimodular 
representation, projectively equivalent to X, we may take 1 = det X(k) = 
yly2y33y43 = y3/3~382y33(y3/33)3 = ~~~/3'~.7'he=+~re,y~ = p2,y4 =k2,y1 =P3, 
y2 = /3-“. Also, X(&V) = diag(f13, /F3, p3, p-3, p-l, p-3, fi3, /3). If we apply (C) 
and (L) with Kv playing the role of x, then we see that there exists Jo G 
with f lgli* = Kv, and X(f) having two homogeneous spaces of dimension 
at least 3. Then X(Ku) and X(j) have the same homogeneous spaces and 
C(Ka) = C(j). Therefore, (K,f) is abelian of order 1 K I2 < 1 K 1 p and 
;K/=p. 
(N) C(K) = K x Z x (C(K))’ with (C(K))’ z PSL(2, 7). 
Proof. By (K) and [8, Lemma 31, Y,(C(K))/Z(Y,(C(K))) N PSL(2,7) 
and by [12], (Y,(C(K))’ N PSL(2, 7). We must show that 
C(K) = W, Z (C(K))‘). 
If u E C(K), we may take w E u(C(K))’ with Y2(w) scalar. Then Yi(w) is 
also scalar, otherwise, (OP’(W~(~)))’ contains an element satisfying II. This 
argument also shows that Y2 is faithful on (C(K))’ and (C(K))’ N PSL(2, 7). 
Then w E C(P) where P = (k, v>. We may take s E WP with s being a p’ 
element in C(P). Ifs $ Z, replace s by a power of s and take s to be a q-element 
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not in Z where 4 is a prime unequal to 7. As in [3, (3F)], since X1, has 
distinct linear constituents (that is, has variety equal to n where the variety 
is the number of homogeneous spaces), there exists a normal q-group Q of 
G containing s. By primitivity, there is an irreducible nonlinear representation 
U of Q such that Xi, == 7,: @ Is,,,,. . By [S, Lemma 81, if deg lo’ = 8, then 
S(k) has at least 7 distinct eigenvalues for (k> = K, a contradiction. Also, 
for deg G = 2 or 4, by [7, Satz 31, there are projective representations V and 
W with X(g) = V(g) @ W(g) for g E G. By [8, Lemma 81, V(k) is scalar, 
a contradiction, as X(k) has the eigenvalue /I3 with multiplicity one. 
(0) k is conjugate to (kn)4 and to k-l. Let P = (k, v\. 
Then N(P) acts transitively on the distinct linear characters of Xi, and 
N(P)/C(P) = 24. Let R = (w / w E P and Tr X(w) = 1). Then / R 1 = 24 
and all elements in R lie in the same conjugacy class of N(P). Finally, if 
y E R and y is an irreducible character of G, then y(y) is rational. 
Proof. Let J, T, and F have order 2, 3, and 4, respectively, in (C(K))‘. 
We may calculate the contribution to :I X /j2 = Ci x(xJz/l C(xJ, where 
ccl(x,) are the conjugacy classes of G, of the elements kjz, kjJ.z, kiTz, and 
kjFz, z E Z and j = 1, 2, or 4. Note that Tr X(k), Tr X(k2), and Tr X(k4) 
are distinct. The contribution from elements of the form kjz is 
i Z 1 1 (p” -)- /Pi 1 3,& +~- 3p-3i)2/(7)(168) 1 Z ; 
i=1,2,4 
== (3)[1 $- 1 + 9 $- 9 - ((1 + 1 -I- 3 + 3)” - 1 - 1 - 9 - 9)/6]/1176 
:y [(7/2)( 1 + 1 + 9 -+ 9) - (1 -t 1 “r 3 + 3)2/2]/1176 =: 38/1176. 
The contribution from elements of the form kiJ.z is 
<=F2 4 (P + P - P3i -- P)“/(7)(8) 
1 , 
= [(7/2)(1 -i- 1 I 1 -+ 1) - (0)2/2]/56 
The contribution from elements of the form kiTz is 
J2 4 (P + P-i)2/(7)(3) 
> , 
-= [(7/2)(1 + 1) - (1 -I- 1)2/2]/21 = 
The contribution from elements of the form kiFx is 
& 4 (pi t Pi -t P3i -t k3Y/(7)(4) 
3 1 
= 14/56. 
5121. 
= [(7/2)(1 -1 1 + 1 + 1) - (1 + 1 + 1 + 1)“/2]/28 =- 6/28. 
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The total from these four types of conjugacy classes is 
[38 + (21)(14) + (56)(5) + (42)(6)]/1176 = 864/1176 > l/2. 
As i,(C(W) # 1, in the above calculation, we may replace K by Rv. If k 
is conjugate to no power of kw, then the elements (Iru)i, i = 1,2,4, contribute 
another 864/1176 to /I X 112, and 11 X II2 3 (2)(864)/l 176, a contradiction. 
Therefore, k is conjugate to a power of kv. Also, k is conjugate to k-l, other- 
wise, we have a similar contradiction. Then k is conjugate to (k~)~ and k-l 
in N(P) by a Sylow argument. As X, has variety 8, XiN(r) is monomial and 
has a natural permutation representation v on the 8 linear constituents of 
Xip. Now, rr 1 N(P) n N(K) has two orbits of lengths six and two. Also, 
by letting (kv)4 play the role of k, we see that X 1 N(P) n C(ko) cyclically 
permutes the three linear characters of X 1 P, corresponding to the eigen- 
values 8” of X(b). As these three characters lie in both orbits of 
v 1 N(P) n N(K), n is transitive. Since C(k) has an element T with T-IvT = v2 
and T fixes a character of X 1 N(P), 24 divides I IV(P)/. Now, rr(N(P)) is 
isomorphic to N(P)/C(P) which acts faithfully on the 48 nonidentity elements 
of P. Let a be any element of P with Tr X(a) = 1. If x E N(P) n C(a), then 
X(x) fixes at least six of the linear characters of X I P. For any u E P, 
X((U, x)) has at least six eigenvalues equal to one. Then (x, U) = 1 and 
u E C(x), otherwise, (x, U) satisfies II. Then x E C(P). Therefore, no non- 
identity element of N(P)/C(P) fi xes a. Also, I n(N(P))I = 24 and all elements 
y of P with Tr X(y) = 1 fall in the same conjugacy class. In particular, if 
y E P and Tr X(y) = 1, then y(y) is rational for any character y of G. 
(P) Let x be the character of X. Then II xx II2 > 3. 
Proof. We may calculate the contribution to j] xx ]I2 of 1 x(xi)14/] C(xJ[ 
where ccl(x,) are the distinct conjugacy classes of G of the elements kjz, 
kiJz, kjT,z, and kjF2 for x E Z and j = 1,2,4. Since 
(B + p-’ + 3f13 + 3/3-3)2 = 14 + B” + P-” + 3/? + 3,8-l, 
the contribution from elements of the form kjz is 
[(7/2)((14)2+1+1+32+32)-(14+1+1+3+3)2/2]/1176 = 514/1176. 
Since (B + p-1 - 83 - pm”)” = 4 - fi2 - p--2 + /? + 8-l - 2fi3 - 2/F, the 
contribution from elements of the form kj Jz is 
[(7/2)(16 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 4 + 4) - 02/2]/56 = 98/56. 
Since (p + /?-I)” = 2 + /3a + /3-a, the contribution from elements of the 
form kjTz is 
[(7/2)(4 + 1 + 1) - 16/2]/21 = 13/21. 
481/23/3-4 
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Since (/3 $ /3 ’ I p” + flp3)’ .= 2 + /32 + p-2 - p ~ p-l, the contribution 
from elements of the form kjFz is 
[(71’2)(4 + 1 -j 1 -1 1 + 1) --. (2)“/2]/28 = 26/28. 
The total of these contributions is 
[514 +m (21)(98) + (56)(13) -+ (42)(26)]/1176 : 4392/l 176 > 3. 
((1) We may choose G with G z= PC = KG. 
Proof. Let N =- PG. As PC N and X 1 P has all distinct constituents, 
X ! N has distinct constituents and must be irreducible by quasiprimitivity. 
As N(P) normalizes no proper subgroup of P, it follows that, for n7 in G of 
order 7, N is generated by conjugates of niT7 . If X 1 N is imprimitive, then 
conjugates of k must fix spaces of imprimitivity, otherwise, k fixes one space 
and permutes seven spaces cyclically, and X 1 K has variety 7 instead of the 
actual 4. Then A’ = Kc =- PG fixes all spaces of primitivity, a contradiction. 
As N satisfies the hypothesis of this lemma but not the conclusion, we may 
replace G by N with N = PG. 
The conclusion of the proof of the lemma follows. We may calculate 
x 1 K x (C(K))‘. Now, (C(K))’ is isomorphic to PSL(2, 7). Then 
x I k’ x (C(K))’ = (P)” + (P)-” - (P)“a I- (P)-“r, 
where (fi) is a linear character of K x (C(K))’ with (C(K))’ in the kernel and 
(/3)(k) = /3, a is a character of degree 3 with K in its kernel and a(w) : 
/3 + ,@ --+ ,P, and y : &. Let R, S, and T be the irreducible characters of 
degrees 6, 7, and 8, respectively, of K x (C(K))’ with K in their kernels. 
Let XX ( K x (C(K))’ := Q @ C where Q corresponds to the symmetric 
tensors. Then 
Q I K x (C(K))’ == (P)” L (B)-” + (PJ4R + (P)-“R + (6)” + (P)” 
+ (P)“T + (P)“a + (P)F5?/ + (P)r + (Wm. 
By (0), an element of G conjugating k to k-l interchanges the linear characters 
of X 1 K x (C(K))’ and interchanges (/3)fi, (P)4R, (p)%, and (P)r with their 
complex conjugates above. Therefore, these pairs form irreducible constit- 
uents for N(K). Now, x(ku’) = 1 and by (0), constituents of the symmetric 
tensors of X @ X have characters which are rational on kwl. Now, 
((p)” + (/3p6)(k+) = /3” + /Y, ((/3)4R --+ (/3-4R)(ku-1) = +” +-4, 
((,+! + (p)-5r)(kw-‘) = P” + P” + B + P-” + P-” + Is-‘, 
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and ((& + (&la)(b-l) = 8” + B” + B” + BP2 + P-” + BP”- Also, (P)‘, 
(@O, and @)OT are rational on Ko-l. As ((& + (&h)(Ker-r) has two more 
eigenvalues /3a than eigenvalues /3, ((& + (&‘a) must occur in the same 
constituent as ((/I)” + (/I)-“) and (fl)501 + (fl)-“r to make /3 and /?” occur with 
equal multiplicity as eigenvalues for K;o-l. As ((j?)4R + (p)-4R)(Kn-1) is not 
rational, it must occur in the same constituent. Then constituents of the 
symmetric tensors outside of this constituent have k in their kernels. By 
(Q), the only such constituent is the principal character of G. 
For C, the character of the skew-symmetric tensors, 
c I K x (C(W = V)“r + @-“4 + V>“~ + w-“rl 
+ W)r + @>-‘4 + W)” + 03” + (B)“Tl. 
The last bracket is rational on Kv-l. The values of the first three brackets 
on Izv-l are, respectively, #I5 + p6 + p + /z-” + /3-” + /3-r, fi4 + /I3 + p + 
8-4 + p-3 + p-l, and p2 + /3” + /3” + p-” + fi-” + p-“. Let D be the con- 
stituent for G containing the first bracket. Then D contains the second 
bracket, otherwise, D(hv-I) would have more eigenvalues /3 than f13, contrary 
to (0). Similarly, D must contain the third bracket. As Fz is in the kernel for 
a complement to D for C, by (Q), the complement is 0 or the principal 
representation. 
Together, this shows that X @ X has irreducible constituents of degrees 
28 and 36; 1, 27, and 36; or 28, 1, and 35. In any event 11 xx lj2 < 3, contrary 
to (P). 
3. THE THEOREMS 
The following theorems tie together the lemma and [l 1, Lemma 21 which 
we repeat here for convenience: 
[ 11, LEMMA 21: Let p be a prime larger than 5 and G be a Jinite group with 
a faithful, irreducible, quasiprimitive representation X of degree n on the space 
V. Let n < 3(p - 1)/2. Let A be an abelian p-subgroup of G with [Z], C A, 
) A 1 > p, and A a trivial intersection set of G. Let i,(C(u)) = 1 for all p-ele- 
ments u not in 2. Let x be an element of G - Z with i,(C(x)) > 1 and 
C(x) n A Q 2. Let H = (Op’(C(x)))‘. Th en at least one of the following holds: 
(A) There exists z E G - Z where X 1 C(x) has an irreducible, strongly- 
primitive constituent Y with deg Y > p + 1, i,( Y(C(z))) > p, and A C C(z). 
(B) There are two irreducible constituents X1 and X2 of X 1 C(x) of 
degree (p + 1)/2 with i,(X,(C(x))) = p for i = 1, 2. Also, x2 E 2, 
C(x) = HZ(x), p j/ 1 H I, and for i = 1,2, H is represented faithfully by Xi . 
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Also, n = p + 1 or p := I (mod 4). There exists an element u of order p in 
HnA.Let W=Csll C,@u). Then dim W = p - 1 and A W = W. There 
exists t E Nu((u)) n N(A) with C,,,(u) C Z(H)and [(t): C<,,(u)] = (p - 1)/2. 
There exists a subspace W, of dimension two with tWI ,..., t’“--1’/2WI forming 
the homogeneous spaces of W for (u>. All the homogeneous spaces of W for A 
have dimension one. For i = 1 ,..., (p - 1)/2, x transposes the two homogeneous 
spaces for A contained in tiWI . 
(C) There exists a p-element y E G - Z with X(y) having an eigenvalue 
occur with multiplicity M as large as min(n ~ (p - 1)/2, 2p - n); or p --- I 
isapowerof2andM>2(p-1)-n. 
(D) There exist an odd prime q for which G has a normal q-group not 
contained in Z. 
The methods used in the proof of the following theorems are mostly the 
same as in [S]. Theorems 2, 3, and 4 which follow have the following common 
hypothesis: 
HYPOTHESIS. The prime p is greater thanJive. Also, G is a finite group with 
a faithful, irreducible, quasiprimitive representation X with character x on the 
complex space V of dimension n. Finally, P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose x E G and x is a p-singular element of G. If X(r) 
has some eigenvalue with multiplicity at least n - (p ~ I )/2 with p ::e 1 
(mod 4) or at least n ~-- 2p/3 with p = --1 (mod 4), then n = (p + 1)/Z. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that (I 2 1, p) = 1, 1 I’ 1 > p, and n < 4p/3 or if 
p = 7, n < 8. Then P is a trivial intersection set. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose thatp = -1 (mod4), (I .Z ~,p) == 1, 1 P; >p, and 
n < 4~13 or if p -= 7, n ‘:- 8. Then P is a trivial intersection set, P has order 
pz, and there exists a subgroup E with F = C(E) (possibly equal to G) having 
the following properties: P C F and X 1 F has a strongly primitive constituent Y 
qf degree larger than p. Also, Y is faithful on P and Y(P) C Y(F) satisfy 
[4, Hypothesis 4. I]. Furthermore, all homogeneous subspaces of Y(P) are 
linear, and Crc,,(Y(P)) = Y(P) Z(Y(F)). Also, (1 Z(Y(F))I,p) == I. Finally, 
iVYcF)( Y(P)) acts transitively on the nonprincipal homogeneous subspaces of 
Y(P). 
In a later paper we show that no group satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4. 
With m defined as after the lemma, in Theorem 3 we may replace 4p/3 
by m + (p - 1)/2. In the case where P is not a trivial intersection set, by 
the lemma, we are guaranteed a large proper homogeneous space W for a 
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cyclicp-group T. In Theorems 3 and 4, when dim W > (dim Y)/2, then the 
corresponding homogeneous spaces for conjugates R and S of T intersect 
nontrivially and we use the induction hypothesis to analyze constituents of 
X I CR, S>. 
We now prove Theorems 2, 3, and 4 simultaneously. 
Proof. Let G satisfy Hypothesis. 
(A) If n=p+l=O(mod4), (I.Zl,p)=l, and jP/>p, then G 
satisfies [4, Hypothesis 4.11 or a nonidentity p-element has an eigenvalue 
occur with multiplicity as large as n - (p - 1)/2. 
Proof. As in (A) of the proof of the lemma, p-subgroups of G are abelian. 
Let v be any p-element of G. We may choose P to contain v. By the lemma, 
P is a T. I. set. Now, i,(C(v)) = 1, otherwise, C(v) contains two distinct 
p-Sylow subgroups of G whose intersection contains v. For any x E G - Z 
with i,(C(x))) > 1 we may choose P to contain a p-Sylow subgroup of C(x) 
and apply [I 1, Lemma 21 with A = P. Conclusion (A) of [l 1, Lemma 21 
is impossible since n = p + 1. Conclusion (C) is impossible, otherwise, a 
nonidentity p-element has an eigenvalue occur with multiplicity as large as 
n - (p - 1)/2. Now, X is strongly primitive, otherwise, X(G) is a tensor 
product of lower dimensional groups and by [4, 51, i,(G) < p, contrary to 
j P 1 > p, quasiprimitivity, and (/ Z 1, p) = 1. Therefore, if (D) of [I I, 
Lemma 21 holds, then, by the proof of the first theorem of [9], G has a 
normal q-group Q with n equal to q” for some integer s and prime q with 
G/QZ isomorphic to a subgroup of Sp(2s, q). However, I SP(2s, q)l,, = 
(q” + I)(qs - l)(q”-l + l)(qs-l - 1) ... which is divisible at most by 
p=qs-1. 
Therefore, [I 1, Lemma 2, (B)] holds. Then X(x) has variety 2 and eigen- 
values differ only in sign. Therefore, x(x) = 0. Suppose that for some g E G, 
P # Pg and some r E G - Z centralizes elements in both P and Pg. If 
&(C(Y)) > 1, then letting r play the role of x, we see that x(r) = 0. Suppose 
that i,(C(r)) = 1. Then O,(C(r)) is a normal p-Sylow subgroup of C(r) 
intersecting P and Pg nontrivially. As P is a T. I. set, the abelian p-group 
O,(C(r)) normalizes P and is contained in P. Similarly, O,(C(r)) C Pg and 
O,(C(y)) C P n Pg, a contradiction. Let N,, = {lJyEPR C(y)} - Z and 
Nr = (s I s E N0 and x(s) # 0). We h ave just shown that Nr is a T. I. set 
and N(N,) = N, where we let N = N(P). As 
1 = II x 11’ > WI G IN G I/l N I> C I x(x)l” = WI N I) ,c, I x(x)1”, 
SEN1 0 
the proof of [4, Lemma 4.11 is still valid. Then, letting x IN = 01 + /I where 
/3 has P in its kernel and no irreducible constituent of 01 has P in its kernel, 
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t = i N/Pi? I, and b =,8(l), we have 1 > -n2/t / P 1 $ 11 a iI2 + b2/t. As 
11 oi ~I2 > 1, this shows that d/t ! P j ‘3 F/t, 62 < (p + I)“/1 P / < (p -j-- 1)2/p2, 
and b < 1. 
Suppose that for some x E G - %, i,(C(x)) > 1. Then, as before, [I 1, 
Lemma 2, (B)] follows and t > (p - 1)/2. Then 
i a i,2 < 1 I-. n2/t , P 1 -< 1 + 2(p + l)“/(p - 1))” < 2. 
Then N permutes the nonprincipal homogeneous subspaces of V for P 
transitively. By [ll, Lemma 2, (B)], some nonprincipal homogeneous space 
for P has dimension one, so these homogeneous spaces have dimension 1. 
If b = 1, then cz(1) == p and 1 AijP 1 is divisible by p, a contradiction. There- 
fore, b = 0. Kow, N is monomial, acting transitively on p + 1 distinct linear 
constituents for P. Using the notation of [ll, Lemma 2, (B)], we have u of 
order p in P n C(x) with (p - 1)/2 nonprincipal homogeneous spaces of 
dimension 2 permuted transitively by (t) C N((u)) n H, where 
H = (OP’(C(x))) = (OP’(H(x)Z))’ =: (O”‘(H))‘. 
U’e may number the p + 1 linear constituents of 1’ with 1 and 2 being the 
constituents contained in C,(U). By [ll, Lemma 2, (B)], X I H has two 
constituents of degree (p + 1)/2 which h ave identical eigenvalues on u. 
By [14], H/Z(H) is isomorphic to PSL(2,p) or to A,. As (On’(H))’ = H, H 
is a proper central extension. By [12, 131, the constituents of X 1 H are 
equivalent. Then X(t) is scalar on C,(U) and t fixes 1 and 2 pointwise. These 
are the only fixed points for t. 
Suppose that the pairs (g{I , 2j 1 g E IV} do not form pairs of imprimitivity 
for the permutation representation of N/C(P) on the constituents of X 1 P. 
Then there exists g E N with s = t” having fixed points exactly g-l{], 2) and 
g-r{l, 2) n (1, 2) = 1 (after possibly interchanging 1 and 2) so P fixes I, 
but not 2. The stabilizer of 1 cannot be transitive on 2, 3,..., p $ 1, other- 
wise, p 1 1 N/P I. Therefore, C(1) has 3 orbits: (I}, 0, , and 0, with 2 E 0, , 
/ 0, 1 = (p -+ 1)/2, and / 0, 1 = (p ~ 1)/2. 
iLTow, (t) is transitive on 0, ~ (2) and on 0,. The sum of constituents 
contained in 0, -- (2) or 0, form irreducible constituents for X i (u, t> of 
dimension (p -- 1)/2 on which u has determinant 1, since ((t, u)) :: (u). 
Also, (s) has two orbits of length (p - 1)/2, fixes gp12, and is transitive on 
0, - g-l(2) and on 0, . Let o = usus ... us (D~-1)‘2. Then the character of (v) 
on each of the constituents of 0, ~ g-l(2) is the product of the characters of 
(u> on the constituents of 0, -g-l(2) and is not the principal character. 
The character of (v) on each of the constituents of 0, is the product of the 
characters of (u) on the constituents of 0, and is the principal character by 
unimodularity of (u) on the constituent of X 1 (u, t) given by 0, . Again, 
by unimodularity, u is not scalar on the sum of the constituents in 0, , or 
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0, - (2). Then (t, V) is not scalar, but C,((t, v)) contains the constituents 
in 0s and the constituents 1 and 2, so that 1 occurs with multiplicity as large 
as (p + 3)/2 as an eigenvalue of X((t, v)). Then (t, V) satisfies the conclusion 
of (A) since (p + 3)/2 = 12 - (p - 1)/2. 
Therefore, N/C(P) has the pairs {g{l, 2) 1 g E N} as pairs of imprimitivity. 
By [II, Lemma 2, (B)], the abelian group (x, t) is transitive on 3, 4,..., p + 1. 
Now, x fixes the pair (1, 2) since x E C(U). There are an even number, 
(p + I)/2 of pairs of imprimitivity. By [ll, Lemma 2, (B)], x2 E 2. There- 
fore, x fixes another pair of imprimitivity. By [ll, Lemma 2, (B)], x trans- 
poses the two constituents in each nonprincipal homogeneous space of I’ 
for u. Therefore, the two constituents contained in some nonprincipal 
homogeneous space of V for ?I form a pair of imprimitivity. As t is transitive 
on the nonprincipal homogeneous spaces of V for U, the two constituents in 
each nonprincipal homogeneous space form a pair of imprimitivity. 
Suppose that x transposes 1 and 2. Then x transposes the two linear constit- 
uents of each pair of imprimitivity. Then x is in the center of the permutation 
group on constituents of X j P. Finally, x is in the center of N/C(P). We 
may choose g in N with g{l, 2) $; {1,2}. Then 1 = (x, u), 1 = (xg, us), 
(xg)-lx E C(P) C C(ug), and x = (@((+%) E C(ug). Then (u, ug) C C(x) 
and pz / / C(x)/, contrary to [ll, Lemma 2, (B)]. 
Suppose that x fixes both 1 and 2. Let gi , i = l,..., (p + 1)/2, g, = 1 be 
representatives of the right cosets of the stabilizer of the unordered pair 
(1,2} in N. Let y = x92 ... .+9+*)/z. As x fixes 1 and 2 and transposes the two 
linear constituents in the (p - 1)/2 E 1 (mod 2) remaining pairs of primi- 
tivity, y transposes 1 and 2 and fixes the remaining letters. Then 
dim C,(((y), P)) = p - 1, and the conclusion of (A) is satisfied. Therefore, 
x cannot exist in G - 2 with i,(C(x)) > 1. Therefore, G satisfies [4, Hypoth- 
esis 4.11 since N # G, by quasiprimitivity. This concludes the proof of (A). 
(B) Let X(G) be a contradiction to Theorem 3 or 4 and let n be minimal 
for such X(G). Then for some p-singular element x, X(x) has an eigenvalue 
occurring with multiplicity greater than n/2 > n - 2p/3. 
Pmof. By the hypothesis for Theorems 3 and 4, (j 2 I, p) = 1, 1 P / > p, 
and 71 < 4p/3. As in (A) of the proof of the lemma, P is abelian. By quasi- 
primitivity of X, O,(G) C 2, i,(G) = / P 1 >p, and by [8], n >p - 1. If 
n = p and X is imprimitive, then i,(G) < 1 S, I9 = [p!lP = p, a contradic- 
tion. Then by [3, (4A)] applied to a unimodular representation projectively 
equivalent to X, n > p. By the lemma, P is a T. I. set, otherwise, II of the 
lemma holds and (B) is satisfied, since min(p - (p - 1)/6, n - (p - 1)/2) > 
n/2 > n - 2p/3. Then X(G) does not contradict Theorem 3, X(G) contra- 
dicts Theorem 4, and p = -1 (mod 4). As in (A), for any v E P - {l}, 
i,(C(o)) = 1. 
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Suppose that P C G satisfies [4, Hypothesis 4.11. Now, X is strongly 
primitive, otherwise, by [S, Lemma 1; 5; 41, i,(G) < p. Then, by [7, Satz 31, 
X / PG is irreducible. As OD(PG) 4 O,(G), ;,(P”) > p. As PG is generated 
by p-elements, if X / PG is imprimitive, then some p-element permutes the 
spaces of imprimitivity nontrivially. Then there are at least p spaces of 
primitivity and X / PG is monomial. Then W’“) < I %p-l),2 II, = P, a 
contradiction. Therefore, X(PG) satisfies the same hypothesis as G, and 
statements (e.g., strong primitivity) made about X(G) are also valid for 
X(PG) or a subgroup in between X(PG) and X(G). By [4, Lemma 4.11, 
dim C,(P) < 1. If N(P) does not act transitively on the nonprincipal homo- 
geneous spaces, and 01 is the sum of constituents of X 1 N(P) not having P 
in their kernels, then jl (Y II2 >, 2, and by the proof of [4, Lemma 4.11, 
n2 > / P j [N(P) : PZ]. Then [N(P) : PZ] < 2, by Clifford’s Theorem 
Ij 01 II2 > (n - 1)/2, and n2 > 1 P I [N(P) : PZ](p - 2)/2 is a contradiction. 
Finally, if the nonprincipal homogeneous constituents of X for P have degree 
larger than 1, then the principal homogeneous space of X @ X for P has 
dimension as large as min(4n/2, 1 + 4(n - 1)/2) = 292 - 1. As 
((2n - 1) - I)/(?9 - 1) = 2/(n + 1) 3 l/p > 1 P /-l/2, 
some nonprincipal constituent of X @ X contradicts [4, Lemma 4. I] applied 
to PG. Again, by applying [4, Lemma 4.21 to PG we see that n + 1 > I P Ill2 
and 1 P / = p2. As K 1 P has distinct linear constituents, if C(P) f PZ then 
by the proof of [3, (3F)], G has a normal q-group Q not contained in Z for 
4 a prime unequal to p. As in (A), this contradicts I P / > p. Therefore, 
G = C((l)) = F satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 4, contrary to the 
choice of G as a counterexample. Therefore, PC G does not satisfy [4, 
Hypothesis 4. I]. 
Then, as in (A), there exists x t G - Z with i,(C(x)) > 1. We may apply 
[ll, Lemma 21 to x and A = P. Then in the case of [II, Lemma 2, (A)], 
there exists z E G - Z where X / C(z) h as an irreducible strongly primitive 
constituent Y,, with deg Y,, > p + 1, &(Y,,(C(x))) > p and P = A C C(z). 
Let F, = C(z). Let 0 and 4 be the natural homomorphisms 
F, - Yo(FoYWo(FoN and Fo - YiP’J, 
respectively. As an element in P n ker 8 has at least p + 1 > n/2 identical 
eigenvalues, P n ker B = (1) and Theorem 4 may be applied to the faithful 
representation Y,, of Y,,(F,) by minimality of n. Then there exists E, C Y,,(F,,) 
with Fl = C,O(,O,(E,) satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 4, with Yr an 
irreducible constituent of Y,, I Fl of degree greater than p. Then Ye(P) C Fl , 
Y1 is strongly primitive, (I Z( Y,(F,)/, p) = 1, and Y1( Ye(P)) C Y,(F,) satis- 
fies [4, Hypothesis 4.11. Let E = (z, +-l(Eo)) and Y be the representation 
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Yl 0 Y, of C(E) c+-l(C Yo(FO)(E,,)) = $-‘(F,). Let X IF, = Y,, @ U for a 
representation U. Now, 
YO(P-I), +-l(E,,)) C (Fl , I?,,) = Yo(( 1)). 
As deg U < (p - 1)/2, by [5], U(F,,) has a normal p-Sylow subgroup 
U(P) = U(PFo). Then U(P@-l(Fl), +-l(E,,))) is a p-group and must be U(( 1)) 
since, otherwise, a p-singular element has an eigenvalue with multiplicity 
greater than p > n/2. Then 
Pm-‘(5) C C(z) n C(+-l(E,,)) = C(E) C @‘(IF,) 
and 
Y(P)‘%’ C Y(C(E)) C Y(F,). 
As Y is strongly primitive and Y = Y1 0 Y,, is faithful on P, i,(Y(F,)) = 
1 P ) > p, and as above Y(P)Y(F1) and Y(C(E)) are strongly primitive. As 
Y(P) C Y(F,) satisfies [4, Hypothesis 4.11, Y(P) C Y(C(E)) also satisfies 
[4, Hypothesis 4.11. As above, by [4, Lemma 4.1; 3, (3F)], Y(C(E)) satisfies 
all of Theorem 4. This contradicts the choice of X(G) as a counterexample. 
Since p = -1 (mod 4), by (A), [l 1, Lemma 2, (B)] does not hold. Also 
[I 1, Lemma 2, (C)] fails since min(n - (p - 1)/2,2p - n) > n/2. As 
before, X is strongly primitive. If [ll, Lemma 2, (D)] holds, then by the 
proof of the first theorem in [9], n = 4” for some prime Q unequal to p and 
some integer s, and G/O,(G)2 is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sp(2s, Q). Then 
p2 { (4” + l)(q” - l)(q”-r + 1) ... = 1 Sp(2s, a)l, contradicts i,(G) >p. This 
concludes the proof of (B). 
Assume Theorems 2, 3, and 4 are not all true. We define X(G) as follows: 
If Theorem 3 or 4 is false, take 71 minimal given that X(G) violates Theorem 3 
or 4. If Theorems 3 and 4 are true, take X(G) to be a counterexample to 
Theorem 2. In any event, by (B), there exists an element x E P - 2 with 
X(x) having an eigenvalue OL occur with multiplicity greater than 12 - 2p/3. 
Choose x to maximize this multiplicity. The following argument will lead 
this to a contradiction. Also, after Theorems 3 and 4 have been proved, the 
following argument also furnishes a proof of Theorem 2. By quasiprimitivity, 
(x)G is not abelian and we may find a conjugate y of x with (x, y) # 1. 
Let H = (x, y). Then C,(c&c) n C,(aly) is a homogeneous space for H 
consisting of linear constituents. Also, in the case where we are proving 
Theorem 3 or 4, 
dim(C,(&x) n Cy(&y)) > dim C,(&x) + dim CV(&y) - n > 0. 
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Let X / H be a direct sum of constituents Yi ,..., Y, , and U where 
z’,(Z’~(H)) > 1 and Y, is irreducible for i = I,..., k, and $(U(H)) = I. Then 
U acts on a space containing C,(W’.V) n C,(~ly) and 
;i n ~ dim Cy(oi-l,x) 1~ n -- dim CV(ap’y) 
:< [2p/3] +- [2p/3] < min(4p/3, 3(p - 1),‘2). 
By [5], deg Iii > (p ~~ l)i2, so /z .::, 2. Suppcjse that h = 2. Then deg l’? < 
3(p - 1)/2 - (p ~ I)/2 -=p 1 for i :: I, 2. By [4], i,(Y,(H)) = p for 
i = 1, 2. If forj z 1 or 2, Yj(x) E Z(Y,(H)), then Y,(H) is abelian, a contra- 
diction. By [8, Lemma 21, Y,(z) has distinct eigenvalues for i = 1, 2. Then 
2(p - 1)/2 -i- dim C’,,(ol~lx) - 2 :< IZ and dim Cy(a-lx) ., n -- p + 3. In 
the case where we are proving Theorem 3 or 4, n/2 < dim C,(a~ix) <z 
n - p $3 and 2p - 6 < n < 3(p 1)/2. As the last is an inequality on 
integers, 2p ~ 6 + 2 < 3( p ~~ I)/2 and p -< 5, a contradiction. In the case 
where we are proving Theorem 2, n ~ 2p/3 < dim C’,(O~--lx) < n - p + 3, 
p/3 < 3, and p = 7. Also, deg I;, + deg Y2 + dim CV(~plx) - 2 < n and 
3 $ 3 = (p - 1)/2 + (p -- 1)/2 < deg Yr + deg Y, 
,<n-- dim C,(Klx) + 2 < [2p/3] + 2 = 6. 
This forces equality throughout, so degY, = deg Y, = 3, n - dimC,(u-lx) =4, 
and C,(ol-lx) contains the space on which U acts. Then 
dim(C’,(m-lx) n C,(a-ly)) = n - 6 = dim C,(U?U) - 2. 
This case is eliminated at the end. Until then, we assume that R = 1 and we 
let Y = I;, . As Y(z) and Y(y) are p-elements with at most 1 + 2p/3 <p 
distinct eigenvalues they fix all spaces of imprimitivity of Y. As they generate 
Y(H), Y is primitive. 
(C) DegY<p-1. 
Proof. Suppose that deg Y > p - 1. Suppose that Y(H) has a nonabelian 
p-subgroup. Then there exists a p-subgroup R of H with Y(R) nonabelian. 
As U(H) has a normal abelian p-Sylow subgroup, R’ is in the kernel of U, 
and, unless deg X = deg Y = p, a nonidentity element 9 in R’ n Z(R) 
contradicts Blichfeldt since deg Y < 3(p - 1)/2 < 2p and Y(R) has exactly 
one nonlinear constituent. Then deg X = deg Y = p, and Y and X are 
primitive. We replace X(G) by a unimodular projectively equivalent represen- 
tation which still is primitive and has a nonabelian p-subgroup. By [ 11, proof 
of the theorem, (A) and (B)], p-elements of X(G - Z) have no eigenvalue 
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with multiplicity greater than two. Since 2 <p - 2~13, this contradicts 
xw 
We shall replace elements of Y(H) by scalar multiples to get a unimodular 
group projectively equivalent to the original Y(H). We discard the old Y(H) 
and give the new group the name Y(H) still primitive as above, and now 
generated by Z(Y(H)), Y(x) and Y(y). Still Y(H) has no nonabelian p-sub- 
group. Also, the new Y(x), taken to be ap-element, has an eigenvalue which 
we rename LY with the same multiplicity as the original Y(x) has the eigen- 
value old 01. This multiplicity is greater than deg Y - 2p/3. Suppose that 
p = deg Y. By [3, (4A)], since Y(H) has an abelian p-Sylow subgroup, 
p-singular elements of G - 2 have eigenvalues only with multiplicity 1, 
contrary to Y(x) with an eigenvalue with multiplicity at least p - 2p/3 > 1. 
Therefore, p # deg Y. As Y(H) is unimodular, (I Z(Y(H))[, p) = 1. Suppose 
that p2 / j Y(H)I. As Y is primitive, O,(Y(H)) C Z(Y(H)) and i,(Y(H)) > p. 
Then by [8], deg Y # p - 1 and deg Y > p. Then dim C,(~i+x) < 
n - (p - 1)/2. Suppose that p = 1 (mod 4). Then our choice of x is incon- 
sistent with the hypothesis of Theorem 2 by which we could have taken 
dim CV(~-lx) 3 n - (p - 1)/2, so we need only prove Theorem 3. Then 
n < min(4p/3,3(p - 1)/2) and we need to show that P is a T. I. set . Sup- 
pose otherwise. Then by the lemma applied to X(G), there exists some 
p-singular element x with X(z) having an eigenvalue occur with multiplicity 
at least min(p - (p - 1)/6, n - (p - 1)/2). By the choice of x, for some y, 
min(p - (p - 1)/6, n - (p - 1)/2) < dim CV(y-?z) < dim C,(ol-lx) < 
= - (P - 1)/2, P - (P - I)/6 -c n - (P - 1)/2, and P + (P - I)/3 < 
n < [4p/3], a contradiction. Therefore, p = -1 (mod 4). Let Q be a Sylow 
p-subgroup of Y(H) with Y(x) EQ. If we are proving Theorem 4 for X(G), 
then deg Y < n < min(4p/3,3(p - 1)/2) and we can apply Theorem 4 to 
Y(H) by minimality of n. As we prove Theorem 2 after proving Theorem 4 
and deg Y = C deg Yi < min(4p/3,3(p - 1)/2), we may apply Theorem 4 
to Y(H) in any event. Then, 1 Q / = p2, there is a subgroup F with 
Y(H) r) F 3 Q and F represented by R on an invariant subspace W of V of 
dimension greater than p, R is strongly primitive, R is faithful on Q, 
R(Q) C R(F) satisfy [4, Hypothesis 4.11, (1 Z(R(F))l,p) = 1, R(Q) has distinct 
homogeneous spaces, all of which are linear, and N acts transitively on the 
nonprincipal homogeneous subspaces where N = N&R(Q)). Let T be the 
sum of nonprincipal homogeneous spaces of R(Q) on W. Let z, = R(Y(x)) 
and S = T n Cw(~-lv). Now, W = T @ C,(Q) and dim C,(Q) < 1 by 
[4, Lemma 4.11. Then 
dim S 3 dim Cw(ol-lv) - 1 > deg R -2p/3 - 1 > p + 1 -2p/3 - 1 > 0. 
Also, v E R(Q), and S # T, otherwise, v has at most two distinct eigenvalues, 
contrary to Blichfeldt applied to R(F). We may find g E N with g-is # S. 
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Then ZJ~ # ZI. Either g E N((v)) or R(Q) = (v, ~9). In the first case, S and 
gplS are homogeneous spaces of (w> on T, and since g-?S’ # S, 
g-lS n S = (0). In the second case, S n g-15 = C,(O~-lv) n C,(OC-ivg) is 
contained in a homogeneous space for (v, v”> = R(Q), and dim(S n g-lS) < 1 
in any event. If T f S -+ g-IS, then we may find h EN with h-?S Q S+ g-lS. 
As before, dim(S f~ klS) < 1, dim(gplS n h-lS) = dim(S n glz-15’) < 1. 
If dim T =p, then p / / N/R(Q)i, a contradiction. Therefore, dim T >> 
p -I- 1. Also, dim S > dim T - 2p/3. Now, T, S, g--lS, and h-‘S are all 
sums of distinct linear homogeneous spaces of R(Q) on W. Then 
dim(S + g-‘S + k’s) > 3(dim T - 2p/3) - 3 = 3 dim T - 2p - 3 >> 
di~nTf2(p+1)-2p~3~-dimT-l.Therefore,T=S+g-1S+h~1S 
with S, g-‘S, and klS pairwise intersecting in l-dimensional spaces, or 
T = S + g-IS. In either event, suppose that for some k E- ~17, kS does not 
equal either S, g-W, or h--U. Then as before, dim(kS n S), dim(kS n g-lS), 
and dim(kS n klS) are all less than two, and 3 ;,: dim kS > dim T - 2p/3 > 
p +- 1 ~ 2p/3 > 10/3, a contradiction. If T = S -+ g ~lS mr klS, then the 
three pairwise intersections of S, g-W, and h-5 are permuted by IV, and 
dim T -< 3, a contradiction. Therefore, I’ -= S -f- g-is. As S n gplS is 
fixed by N, 7’ z= S @ g-lS. A subgroup M of index 2 in N fixes S. If for 
some k EM, (w, :’ :7~“‘), then S == 5’ n k--IS C C,(dv) n C,~(O~-W), 
H(Q) = (v, VA), and S is contained in a homogeneous space for R(Q), a 
contradiction. Therefore, M normalizes (~‘1. If Q is cyclic, let R(Q) -= <y) 
so that MC N((y)). Even otherwise, by complete reducibility of the action 
of M/R(Q) on R(Q), we may write R(Q) = iv, y) with MC :V((y)). Now, 
the homogeneous spaces of Z?(Q) = (z, y) and (y, on S are distinct and 
linear. They are permuted transitively by M. Therefore, 
(dim S) ][RI: C.&y)]] ; aut \‘y‘,! I (p - I)p, 
in contradiction to dim S -= (dim T)/2 and p + 1 < dim T < 4~13, 
Therefore, if deg Y > p - 1, thenp /I 1 Y(H)/ and z’ is ap-Sylow subgroup 
of Y(H) where v = Y(X). The eigenvalue 01 for ZJ occurs with multiplicity r, 
greater than deg I’ -- 2p/3. As 
4r > 4(deg Y ~ (2~ - 1)/3) > deg ET + 3(p - 1) - 8p/3 + 4/3 
= deg 1’ + p/3 - 513 > deg Y 
and 2p/3 + 1 <p, by [2, I], Y(X) h as t wo or three homogeneous spaces 
of equal dimension. By Blichfeldt, it must be three homogeneous spaces. 
As 3 < p - 1, the character w of the representation Y of Y(H) has a p-con- 
jugate w’ distinct from W. Suppose that Y is not strongly primitive. Then 
there exist integers s > 1, and t > 1, and functions L and M from Y(H) to 
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GL(s, C) and GL(t, C), respectively, for which we may write Y(g) = 
L(Y(g)) @ M(Y(g)) for all ge H. Let L = (L(g) jg~ Y(H)) and 
M = (M(g) 1 g E Y(H)). We may take L and H to be finite. By [5], i,(L) 
or i,(M) equals one, say i,(L) > 1 and M has an abelian p-Sylow subgroup. 
Since Y(H) = (Y(x), Y(y), Z(Y(H))), @ is generated by p-elements and 
scalars. Then &J is abelian and reducible, so Y(H) is reducible, a contradic- 
tion. In general, a similar argument shows that U(H) is abelian and H’ is 
in the kernel of U. Therefore, Y is strongly primitive. If the degree equation 
of the principal block of Y(H) has just two terms, then N~(&(v)) = 
C,&(V)) and Y(H) has a normal p-complement Q. By strong primitivity 
and [7, Satz 31, Y 1 Q is irreducible or Q C Z(Y(H)). By [8, Lemma 81, and 
the eigenvalues of V, Y 1 Q is not irreducible. Then Y(H) = (‘u, Q) is abelian, 
a contradiction. Therefore, the principal block of Y(H) has a nonprincipal, 
nonexceptional character y. Then by [2, II, Theorem 21, ww or ~‘6 contains 
y. Then (3)(3) 3 (p - 1) and p = 7. Then 71 - dim C,(or-lx) < 2p/3 = 
4+2/3anddegY<8.As3/degYanddegY>p-l=6,degY=6. 
By [lo], Y is a tensor product of smaller dimensional projective representa- 
tions, contrary to strong primitivity. This concludes the proof of (C). 
We return to the original Y(H), Y( x , and Y(y) and conclude the proof ) 
of the theorem. Again, Y is primitive and Y(x) is not scalar, otherwise, 
Y(H) is abelian. As i,(Y(H)) > 1, by [4], &(Y(H)) = p. By [5], deg Y > 
(p - 1)/2. If deg Y = (p - 1)/2, then X(G) r) X(H’) contradicts [8, Lem- 
mas 3 and 91. By [8, Lemma 21, Y(x) has distinct eigenvalues. Then 
dim C,(&x) < 1 + n - deg Y. (3-l) 
Now, H’ = (OP’(H))’ C ker U. Since p - 1 > deg Y > (p - 1)/2, by [8, 
Lemma 21, p-elements in Y(H’) have the eigenvalue 1. Then by maximality 
of C,(LU-ix), equality holds in (3.1), and we may replace x by a p-element in 
H’ which we now call x. Then 01 = 1, det X(x) = 1, and V = IV @ C,(H), 
where W is the space on which Y acts. By equality in (3.1), 
dim(C,(x) n C,(y)) = dim C,(x) - 1. A ssume that for no pair of conjugates 
x,,x,ofxdoesX](x i , xa> have two irreducible constituents without normal 
p-Sylow subgroups. Then for (x1 , x2) # 1 and xi N x2 N x, as with (x, y), 
v = w’ @ C,((x r , xa)) where IV’ is invariant and irreducible for (x1 , xa), 
dim W’ < p - 1, xt has mutually distinct eigenvalues on W for i = 1, 2, 
and C,((x, , x2)) is a hyperplane of C,(x,). By quasiprimitivity, (xo) does 
not leave W invariant (unless W = V and [3, (2C) or 41 applies depending 
on whether Theorem 2, 3, or 4 is being proved). Let w be a conjugate of x 
with WW # W. If (w, x) = (w, y) = 1, then w E C(H), w fixes the space on 
which the nonlinear constituent of X 1 H acts, and WW = W. Therefore, we 
may assume that (w, x) # 1. Letting w play the role of y, we have 
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C,(y) n C,(r) and C,(w) A C,(x) are hyperplanes of C,(x). Let K = (H, w>. 
Then C,(K) = C,(y) n C,(x) n C,( ZL contains a hyperplane of C,(H). 3) 
Then V = C,,(K) @ R where W is a hypcrplane of R, and R is invariant and 
irreducible for K. Any subgroup of index 2 in K contains Y, y, and W, and 
must equal K. As dim R = 1 1~ dim W <p, by [8], i,(K) =p. Now, 
(i Z(K)l, p) I~= 1 as S(K) is unimodular. If O,,(K) + < l?, then K is imprimi- 
tive on R in contradiction to K being generated by p-elements. Therefore, 
p ~1 ~ K I in contradiction to [2] since X(x) has the cigenvalue 1 with multi- 
plicity 2 on K and no other eigenvalue occurs twice. 
The only situation remaining is p =~ 7, .Y 1 H = 1, 63 Yz G L: where 
E,(H) is a 3-dimensional projective representation of PSL(2, 7) for i = I, 2, 
and dim C,(~ix) = n ~ 4. Here, we are proving Theorem 2 and we may 
assume that Theorem 4 has been proven. Let S be the space on which 
E’, ,z Y, acts. By quasiprimitivity, S is not invariant for <xjG and we may 
find a conjugate u: of .T with WS + S. As before, we may assume that 
(w, x) :# 1. We have shown that 
dim(C,(a-%u) n C,(~lx)) ~ dim C,(K’s) = -2 or -1 
if, respectively, X / \ , ‘w x2\ has two or one irreducible constituent without a 
normal p-Sylow subgroup. In any event, 
dim(C’,(~~%u) n Ct,(~-ix)) > dim C,(ol~lx) - 2. 
Then dim(C,(nm~lw) n C,(U--lx) n Cr,(~~ly)) 2 dim C,(IY~~X) - 4 = n ~ 8. 
Let K = (x, y, w>. Then some S-dimensional invariant space 7’ for K 
contains S. The degrees of the irreducible constituents of K on T arc 5,3; 
4,3,1; 4,4; 7,l; or 8. In the first three cases, by [4; 8, Lemma 21, X(x) has 
k distinct eigenvalues on any k-dimensional irreducible constituent for 
k = 3, 4, 5. Then dim C,,(K~X) + 4 + 3 - 2 < n is a contradiction. In the 
fourth case, by [3, (4A)], and the eigenvalues of X(x), a unimodular represen- 
tation projectively equivalent to the 7-dimensional irreducible constituent 
has a nonabelian 7-group. Then K’ contains a 7-singular element of variety 2, 
contrary to Blichfeldt. In the last case, because of the eigenvalues of X(x), 
X(y), and X(W) generating X(K), K is represented primitively on T, say by 
the representation R. There is a 7-element u in H’ with Yr(u-lx) E Z( Y,(H)). 
Then Yz(zl-lx) E Z(Y,(H)), otherwise, ((u-l~)~)’ contradicts [8, Lemma 91. 
Then u-lx E C(H). We may apply Theorem 4 to a unimodular representation 
projectively equivalent to R. As the new representation has a trivial inter- 
section p-Sylow subgroup, R(u-lx) E Z(R(K)). As R(u) has eigenvalues 
p, p2, p4, /3*l, pi2, /F”, 1, and I for /3 a primitive seventh root of unity, this 
contradicts dim C,,(ol~lx) > n - 4. 
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4. COROLLARIES 
The following corollaries summarize our results. 
COROLLARY 1. Let p be a prime greater than five with p = -1 (mod 4). 
Let G be a jnite group with a faithful, irreducible, quasiprimitive, n-dimensional 
representation X over the complex numbers. Let (I Z 1, p) = 1 and 
n < 3(p - 1)/2. Then up-Sylow subgroup of G is a T. I. set. 
Proof. Suppose that X(G) satisfies the hypothesis and has a p-Sylow 
subgroup P which is not a T. I. set. Then 1 P 1 > p. By Theorem 4 
n > min(4p/3, 3(p - 1)/2) and n > 4p/3. By the lemma, there exists some 
x E G of order p with X(x) having some eigenvalue occur with multiplicity 
m at least min(p - (p - 1)/6, n - (p - 1)/2). By Theorem 2, since 
n > 4p/3 > (p f 1)/2, m < n - 2p/3. Then, 
min(p - (p - 1)/6, n - (p - 1)/2) < m < n - 2p/3. 
As n - (p - 1)/2 > n - 2p/3, p - (p - 1)/6 < n - 2p/3. Then 
n > 5p/3 - (p - 1)/6 > 3(p - 1)/2, 
a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 2. Let p be a prime greater than Jive with p E -1 (mod 4). 
Let the finite group G have a faithful, complex representation X of degree 
n < min(4p/3,3(p - 1)/2). Then, i,(G) < p2. 
Proof. Let X(G) be a counterexample of minimal degree. Suppose that 
X is reducible. Then, by minimality of n, there must be at least two irreducible 
constituents Yi with i,(Y,(G)) > 1. Then, by [5], deg Yi > (p - 1)/2 for 
each i, and there are exactly two Yi . Then, 
deg Yi < 3(p - 1)/2 - (p - 1)/2 = p - 1, 
and by [4], i,(Y,(G)) =p for i = 1, 2. Then i,(G) <pz, by [g, Lemma I]. 
Suppose that X is irreducible and imprimitive on m spaces with m j n. By 
the above, this corollary applies to a normal subgroup N fixing the spaces of 
imprimitivity. Since O,(N) Q G and O,(N) CO,(G), p ( m! and X is monomial. 
Then N is abelian and i,(N) = 1. As p 11 m!, i,(G) < p. 
Finally we may assume that X is primitive. Replacing X and G by a 
unimodular, projectively equivalent representation, since by [g, Lemma 1] 
i,(G) = i,(G), we may assume that (I 2 (, p) = 1 or n = p. Suppose that 
n = p. If G has an abelian p-Sylow subgroup, then by [3, (4A)], p II 1 G 1. 
Therefore, since i,(G) > p2, G has a nonabelian p-subgroup, p I 1 2 I and 
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p4 1 j G I. By [I 1, Corollary], G has a normal p-subgroup LI with G/D iso- 
morphic to a subgroup of 5X(2, p). Then, i,(G) < p, a contradiction. There- 
fore, n # p and (/ Z j, p) = 1. Then, by the theorem,p2 11 / G 1 and i,(G) < p2, 
a contradiction. 
We now prove Theorem 1 of the introduction. Let G be the linear group 
corresponding to the projective group (I? in the hypothesis for Theorem 1. 
Replacing elements x of G by all unimodular scalar multiples of x we may 
assume that G is unimodular. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. 
Suppose that (a) of Theorem 1 fails. Then p { n and (1 Z 1, p) = 1. Also, 
/ P / > p2. This contradicts Theorem 4. 
Now suppose instead that G satisfies the hypothesis of (b) of Theorem 1. 
Again,ifn#p,thenp?-n,(IZI,p)=l, and (b) is satisfied by Theorem 3 
or by Corollary 1 depending on whether p = 1 (mod 4) or p = -1 (mod 4). 
Therefore, we may assume n = p. As p is not a trivial intersection set, by 
[3, (4A)], P is not abelian, and by [3, (7A)], / P 1 = pa with a > 4. By [ll, 
Corollary], G has a nonabelian p-subgroup D of order p3 and G/D is iso- 
morphic to a subgroup of SL(2, p). As D is nonabelian, Z C D and 1 D I = p2. 
Now, G/D does not have a normal Sylow p-subgroup, otherwise P Q G and 
P is a trivial intersection set. Therefore, p(p + 1) < 1 G/D / and 
G/D z SL(2, p). 
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